Abstract. We consider uniform subclasses of the nonuniform complexity classes dened by Karp and Lipton 23] via the notion of advice functions. These subclasses are obtained by restricting the complexity of computing correct advice. We also investigate the e ect of allowing advice functions of limited complexity to depend on the input rather than on the input's length. Among other results, using the notions described above, we give new characterizations of (a) NP NP\SPARSE , (b) NP with a restricted access to an NP oracle and (c) the odd levels of the boolean hierarchy.
sets of correct advice. In contrast to this, we directly bound the complexity of computing correct advice. With this concept, we are able to show characterizations as well as ner distinctions of several complexity classes. For example, we show that the class NP NP\SPARSE coincides with the class NP=OptP O(log n)], a subclass of NP= log, where correct advice is computable by an OptP function 29], i.e., NP NP\SPARSE = NP=OptP O(log n)]: (1.1) One can interpret equality (1.1) as stating that (exactly) the languages in NP NP\SPARSE can be computed in the following way: on input x of length n, at rst an OptP O(log n)] precomputation takes place that gets as input only 1 n . The (logarithmically length-bounded) output of this precomputation is then passed along with x to the subsequent NP computation, that decides the membership of x. Motivated by the relativized separation of P and NP of Baker, Gill, and Solovay 2] (exploiting the fact that an NP oracle machine can ask superpolynomially many queries), Book, Long, and Selman 11] introduced restricted relativizations of NP by bounding the number of oracle queries in various ways. Subsequently, Long 32] investigated the relationship between restricted access of nondeterministic machines to an oracle and full access to a sparse oracle set. Let NP A R be the class of all languages whose membership in NP A is witnessed by an oracle machine such that the number of potential oracle queries in A (asked on some oracle) is polynomially bounded. From this de nition, it is clear that NP NP\SPARSE is contained in NP NP R . Since also coNP is contained in NP NP R , NP NP\SPARSE and NP NP R are di erent unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses 21] . By considering the proof of equality (1.1), we will see that if we let the OptP O(log n)] advice function depend not only on the length of the input but on the input itself, we get a characterization of NP NP R . This leads us to de ne the class C==F, that is de ned in the same way as C=F, but with the advice functions depending on the input. Thus, we obtain the following characterization of NP NP R , NP NP R = NP==OptP O(log n)] (1. 2) The characterizations (1.1) and (1.2) give insight into the di erence between restricted access to NP oracles and full access to sparse NP sets.
It seems that the notion of C==F is an appropriate concept for studying di erent kinds of truth-table reducibilities. Let SAT k be the k-ary characteristic function of SAT. Then, P== SAT k FP is the class of sets that are k-truth-table reducible to some NP set. It is known that these classes are interleaved with levels of the boolean hierarchy: NP(k) P== SAT k FP NP(k+1) for all k 1 28] . Since P== SAT k FP is closed under complementation, these classes are all di erent unless the boolean hierarchy collapses.
NP== SAT k FP is the class of sets that are k-truth-table reducible to some NP set, where the evaluator is an NP machine. These classes turn out to coincide with the odd levels of the boolean hierarchy, giving for the rst time a charcterization of the levels of the boolean hierarchy in terms of reduction classes,
Furthermore, we show that NP(2k + 1) = NP NP k-tt , where NP NP k-tt is the class of sets that are nondeterministically k-truth -table reducible to a set in NP in the  sense of 35] 1 , whereas in the unbounded case all sets nondeterministically truthtable reducible to SAT are already deterministically truth-table reducible to SAT, i.e., NP NP tt = P NP tt . The latter result also holds for the strong nondeterministic truth-table reducibility SN tt introduced by Long 31] , i.e., we show that fA j A SN tt SATg = fA j A P tt SATg.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and gives basic de nitions. In Section 3, we prove the above mentioned characterizations of NP NP\SPARSE and NP NP R and we show that changing from OptP O(log n)] to the larger function class FewOptP (containing all functions whose membership in OptP is witnessed by an NP transducer that generates only polynomially many di erent outputs) does not increase the power of NP=OptP O(log n)] and NP==OptP O(log n)].
In Section 4, we separate some of these complexity classes in relativized world; the main result is a separation of P=OptP O(log n)] and P NP\SPARSE O(logn)] .
In Section 5, we give several characterizations of certain levels of the boolean hierarchy in terms of various complexity restricted advice function classes.
2. Preliminaries and Notation. All languages considered here are over the alphabet = f0; 1g. For a string x 2 ; jxj denotes its length. We assume the existence of a pairing function h ; i :
! that is computable in polynomial time and has inverses also computable in polynomial time. h ; i can be extended to encode nite sequences (x 1 ; : : : ; x k ) of strings into a string hx 1 ; : : : ; x k i 2 . For a set A, jAj denotes its cardinality. The complement ? A of A is denoted by A.
A n is the set of all strings in A of length less than or equal to n.
A languages S is sparse, if there is a polynomial p such that for all n, the number of words in S up to length n is at most p(n). Let SPARSE be the class of all sparse languages. A set T is tally, if T is a subset of 1 . Let TALLY be the class of all tally sets.
We assume that the reader is familiar with (nondeterministic, polynomial-time bounded, oracle) Turing machines and complexity classes (see 4, 36] ). FP is the class of functions computable by a deterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing transducer. An NP transducer is a nondeterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machine T that on every branch either accepts and writes a binary number on its output tape or rejects. The set of outputs generated by T on input x is denoted by out T (x). Krentel 29] de nes an NP metric Turing machine to be an NP transducer that accepts on every branch. For an NP metric Turing machine T and an input x 2 let max T (x) min T (x)] be the maximum minimum] output generated by T on input x on any accepting computation of T. The Our rst theorem states that if a language L is accepted by an NP oracle machine M using an NP oracle A in such a way that the number of potential oracle queries that are in A is polynomially bounded, then L is in NP==OptP O(log n)], i.e., membership to L can be tested by an NP machine which gets along with the input the precomputed value of an OptP O(log n)] function. In the special case that A is sparse this containment can be strengthened to NP=OptP O(log n)], i.e., for all inputs of the same length the advice function yields the same result. The proof is by a census argument similar to that used by Hemachandra 18] and Kadin 21] . On input x guess k r(jxj) and x 1 < : : : < x k 2 p(jxj) ; if x 1 ; : : : ; x k 2 Q(M; x) \ A, then output k, else output 0. Now, it holds for all x 2 that x 2 L if and only if hx; h(x)i 2 B. Therefore, L is in NP==OptP O(log n)]:
For ii) let A be sparse and r be a polynomial such that jA p(n) j r(n), for all n. De To show the reverse containments of Theorem 3.2, we make use of the following lemma. It states that every OptP function h can be computed by a deterministic polynomial-time oracle machine by asking jh(x)j many queries to an NP oracle. To show i), let L be in NP==OptP O(log n)] via an NP machine N and an optimization function h. Then L can be accepted by an NP machine M that computes deterministically by binary search the value of h according to Lemma 3.4 asking O(log n) many queries to an NP oracle, and then simulates N without asking further oracle queries. Since Q(M; x) is polynomially bounded, it follows that L is in NP NP R .
If h is a function that depends only on the length of its argument, then h(x)
can be computed by binary search using the tally NP set T = f1 hn;ki j k h(1 n )g.
This proves ii).
Note that the above proof shows that every language in NP==OptP O(log n)] (and thus in NP NP R ) can in fact be accepted by an NP oracle machine M such that Q(M; x) is polynomially bounded.
In the next lemma, we show that an NP computation getting along with the input the result h(x) of an OptP precomputation can be transformed into a P computation by precomputing one additional bit. Note that this bit actually depends on x even if h(x) only depends on the length of x. Lemma The results stated in Corollary 3.5 can be extended to the classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy 37]. In order to do so, we de ne restricted relativizations of the -levels of the polynomial hierarchy. C k;R is the class of all sets L accepted by a k-alternating polynomial-time Turing machine 16] using an oracle A from C such that jQ(M; x)\Aj is polynomially bounded. Then, the results stated in Corollary 3.5 can be extended to
where Opt C is the class of optimization functions computable by an NP transducer using some oracle in the class C. Next, we consider uniform subclasses of P=log and P=poly. Whereas the proof of Corollary 3.5 ii) also yields the inclusion of P=OptP O(log n)] in P NP\SPARSE O(logn)] , the census technique of Theorem 3.2 cannot be applied to obtain the reverse containment. The next theorem is proved by constructing (long enough initial segments of) a sparse NP set by an OptP computation. The underlying technique was used by Mahaney 33] to show that NP NP\SPARSE P NP .
Theorem 3.11. P NP\SPARSE P=OptP: Proof. Let L = L(M; S), for a P machine M and a sparse NP set S. Let p and r be polynomials such that p bounds the running time of M and jS n j r(n).
De ne h(x) = hS p(jxj) i: Then, h 2 OptP, since h(x) is the maximum output of the following algorithm.
On input 1 n guess k r(p(n)) and x 1 < : : : < x k 2 p(jxj) ; if x 1 ; : : : ; x k 2 S, then output hx 1 ; : : : ; x k i, else output 0. Now, the computation of M using oracle S on input x can be simulated by a P machine answering oracle questions according to the set h(1 jxj ).
Let FewOptP be the class of functions f 2 OptP computed by an NP transducer that produces at most a polynomial number of di erent outputs. Clearly, OptP O(log n)] FewOptP, and obviously, this is a proper inclusion. However, as shown by the next theorem, the classes NP=OptP O(log n)] and NP==OptP O(log n)] remain unchanged when the function class OptP O(log n)] is replaced by the larger class FewOptP. The latter equality follows from Corollaries 3.5, part i), and 3.7. The proof of ii) is analogous, we only have to replace out T (x) by out T (1 jxj ).
The technique used in the previous proof cannot be applied to show that the classes P=OptP O(log n)] and P=FewOptP are equal. However, the proof of P=OptP O(log n)] P NP\SPARSE O(logn)] (using binary search, see the proof of Corollary 3.5 ii)) can be re ned to show the following theorem. It states that a set in P=FewOptP can be decided in polynomial time by querying a sparse NP oracle (polynomially often).
Theorem 3.13. P=FewOptP P NP\SPARSE . Proof. Let f be in FewOptP and let T be an NP transducer computing f. Using the sparse NP set S = fh1 n ; m; i; zi j 9 z 1 < : : : < z m 2 out T (1 n ) 9 z 0 : z z 0 = z i g 4. Relativized Separations. Since Baker, Gill, and Solovay 2] separated P from NP relative to some oracle, relativizations have been an important subject in complexity theory. In this section, we discuss which of the inclusions in Figure 3 .1 are strict, at least in some relativized world.
Since there are nonrecursive sets in P=poly and in NP=poly, these two classes are clearly di erent from all other (recursive) classes considered here. Whether there are any other strict inclusions in the diagram of Figure 3 .1 is not known. For some of the inclusions, however, the question whether they are proper can be linked to central open problems in complexity theory.
For example, by the result of Karp, Lipton, and Sipser (see 23]) that NP P=poly implies the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to its second level, it follows that if PH 6 = 2 , then NP is not contained in any of the classes on the left column of Figure 3. 1. Since this holds in all relativized worlds, and since there exists an oracle separating PH from 2 24] , it follows that relative to this oracle all the inclusions between the rst and the second column are proper.
Similarly, using the result of Kadin 21] The main result in this section is a separation of the classes P=OptP O(log n)] and P NP\SPARSE O(logn)] . In fact, we show that for any xed polynomial q there is a relativization such that NP contains sparse sets that are not in the nonuniform class P=q (de ned as P=fh j jh(x)j q(jxj)g). For a given n and a suitable choosen function l(n), we partition the 2 l(n) words of length l(n) into q(n) + 1 intervals (with respect to the lexicographic ordering) I l(n) 1 ; : : : ; I l(n) q(n)+1 such that jI l(n) k j $ 2 l(n) q(n) + 1 % ; for k = 1; : : : ; q(n) + 1:
For each interval containing a word in A, we put a word into L(A): let w n 1 ; w n 2 ; : : : be an enumeration of n in lexicographic order and let l(n) = n + q(n). De 
if k is even
The union We show in the next theorem that the rst equality in (5.2) also holds for the nondeterministic counterparts of these classes which furthermore coincide with the (2k +1)-th level of the boolean hierarchy. Since, as it is easily seen, NP== SAT k FP is contained in P== SAT k+2 FP, we cannot replace P by NP, for k 2, in the second equality of (5. i) SAT k NPSV = SAT k FP for all k 1, ii) SAT ! NPSV FP SAT tt : Proof. To see i) let f be in NPSV and de ne the NP set A = fhx; mi j 9 z 1 ; : : : ; z k : f(x) = (z 1 ; : : : ; z k ) and z m 2 SATg: Then SAT k (f(x)) = A k (hx; 1i; : : : ; hx; ki) for all x, and thus, SAT This class is also considered by Wagner 42] (there denoted by P NP jj O(log n)]), who shows that it coincides with the class of languages that are full-truth- i.e., every set that is k truth-table reducible to a set in k is already (deterministically) truth-table reducible to a set in k . Thierauf 38] showed that allowing the generator in the nondeterministic truthtable reduction to produce polynomially many di erent outputs (i.e., to compute an NPPV function 11]) does not increase the class of sets reducible to SAT. Proof. Let L be in SN NP tt via a generator G, an evaluator E, and a set A 2 NP.
In order to decide membership of a given input x, it su ces to nd out whether there Note that by the above proof, Theorem 5.13 remains true if the evaluator E is allowed to be an NP machine.
